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INTRODUCTION



This Design and Access Statement has been prepared by 
Pegasus Group on behalf of Voltalia UK Ltd [the applicant 
and developer] and forms part of a suite of documents 
supporting a planning application for development of 
national significance for the construction, operation, 
management and subsequent decommissioning of a 
solar farm at Blaenhiraeth Farm, Llangennech, Llanelli, 
SA14 8PX.

The main elements of the development are the construction, 
installation, operation and decommissioning of a ground mounted 
solar farm with a maximum design capacity of up to 38MW. 
There will also be electrical connection infrastructure and the 
point of connection into the local electricity grid is directly to the 
132KV electricity overhead pylon which already runs through the 
development site.

This Design and Access statement should be read in conjunction 
with the accompanying Planning Statement which sets out the 
planning policy context relating to the design and access issues of 
the application proposal. Notwithstanding the above, this design 
and access statement is designed to be read as a standalone 
document if required.

This document has been prepared in line with the Planning (Wales) 
Act 2015 which set out the requirements regarding the contents of 
a Design and Access Statement and reflect the objectives of good 
design as set out in Planning Policy Wales (PPW) and Technical 
Advice Note 12: Design (TAN 12).

The overarching objectives of the development proposal are to 
meet the objectives of climate change, energy security and farm 
diversification for the benefit of the landowner. The landowner 
does not have the expertise in renewable energy development and 
as such formed a partnership with Voltalia UK Limited in order to 
progress the proposals.
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REGULATORY 
BACKGROUND



By virtue of its potential generating capacity, which stands 
at 38MWp (Megawatts peak), this project constitutes a 
Development of National Significance [“DNS”]. Therefore, 
instead of applying to the Local Planning Authority for 
Planning Permission, the application must be made to 
the Welsh Government for determination.

Part 5 of the Planning (Wales) Act 2015 established a new category 
of development named DNS. Provision in the Act came into force 
in March 2016 which requires the Welsh Minister to determine 
DNS projects, with applications being made directly to them. The 
process for applying for a Development of National Significance is 
set out by the Development of National Significance (Procedure) 
(Wales) Order 2016 and subsequent Regulations. The DNS 
application process is managed by Planning Inspectorate (PINS) 
Wales on behalf of the Welsh Government. Decisions are made in 
the context of the Welsh Government’s national planning policy 
and Carmarthenshire’s Local Development Plan. The purpose of the 
DNS process is to ensure timely decisions are made on development 
proposals that are of the greatest significance to Wales because of 
their potential benefits and impacts.

Prior to submitting the application to (PINS) Wales, the applicant 
must publicise and consult on the proposed application for a 
period of at least six weeks.

Following formal pre-application consultation, applications are 
submitted to the Planning Inspectorate Wales for consideration 
by an appointed Planning Inspector. The appointed Inspector will 
then consider evidence from the applicant, local communities, 
the local planning authority and other statutory consultees and 
interested parties, submitted both in writing and at targeted 
hearing or inquiry sessions, which are held in public. Following 
their consideration of the evidence, the Inspector will write a report 
to the Welsh Ministers, setting out their conclusions and making a 
recommendation as to whether or not the application should be 
granted planning permission.
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INFORMAL PRE-APPLICATION

We have already discussed the proposal with public and statutory consultees through extensive informal consultation. We also 
carried out public exhibitions over the preliminary designs back in 2015.

NOTIFICATION STAGE

We notified the Planning Inspectorate of our intention to submit a planning application in June 2019. We then have 12 months to 
carry out formal consultation and submit the planning application.

FORMAL PRE-APPLICATION CONSULTATION STAGE

Our formal consultation ran from July to September 2019. We notified and consulted the public, statutory consultees and those with 
a land interest within and adjoining the development site.

SUBMISSION

We have reviewed the feedback received during consultation and finalised the proposals taking the feedback into account. A DNS 
application has now be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate, who will appoint an Inspector for the application. The determination 

period is 36 weeks from the date of acceptance of the application.

DECISION

Upon receipt of the Inspector’s report the Minister has 12 weeks to make a final decision.

CONSULTATION AND EXAMINATION

Following acceptance, the Planning Inspectorate will publicise the application and undertake consultation for 5 weeks. The 
Inspectorate will then appoint an Inspector to ‘examine’ the application, including all representations.

The Inspector decides whether a hearing, inquiry or additional written representations are needed. At the end of the examination, 
the Inspector writes a report to the Welsh Minister.

Development of National Significance

The process for applying for a Development of National 
Significance is set out by the Development of National 
Significance (Procedure) (Wales) Order 2016 and 
subsequent Regulations. The DNS application process is 
managed by Planning Inspectorate Wales on behalf of 
the Welsh Government.

Opposite is a summary of how the DNS application process works:
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CONSULTATION PHASE KEY DATES DESCRIPTION

Non-Statutory engagement and 
consultation

From 2015 to July 2019 Non-statutory discussion with public and statutory 
consultees through extensive informal consultations. 
Public exhibitions over the preliminary designs were 
held in 2015.

Environmental Impact Assessment 
Scoping Direction

12 March 2019 to 3 May 2019 Applicant submitted request for a Scoping Direction 
under Regulation 33 of the Town and Country Planning 
(Environmental Impact Assessment) (Wales) Regulations 
2017 on 12 March 2019. The Planning Inspectorate 
issued their Scoping Direction on 3 May 2019.

Notification June 2019 In June 2019, the applicant gave formal notification to 
the Planning Inspectorate of its intention to submit a 
planning application.

Acceptance Period From 27 June 2019 to 26 June 2020 Notice of Acceptance provided by Planning Inspectorate 
on 27 June 2019. Notice of acceptance is valid for 12 
months and the statutory consultation and submission 
of application must be made by 26 June 2020.

Statutory pre-application 
consultation

From 7 August 2019 to 27 September 
2019

The statutory pre-application consultation was carried 
out for 51 days, starting on Wednesday 7 August 2019 
and finishing on Friday 27 September 2019.

Post-Statutory Engagement September 2019 to January 2020 Consultation and continued engagement undertaken 
between September 2019 and December 2019 to 
keep stakeholders informed of progress and to keep 
consultees informed on final minor refinements to 
schemes.

Non-statutory and statutory 
Consultations

The formal pre-application consultation was 
undertaken between Wednesday 7 August 2019 and 
Friday 29 September 2019. This was only carried out 
after an extensive period of informal pre-application 
consultations and other communications with 
Carmarthenshire Council and Planning Inspectorate. A 
summary of the consultations phases undertaken is set 
out in the following table.
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A

B

Blaenhiraeth Farm

C

A476

A476

The development boundary extends to 96.27 hectares and predominantly comprises 
agricultural land located approximately 5km north of Llanelli in open countryside. 
The site lies to the east of the A476 and is split into three distinct land parcels (A, B 
and C), which form part of a wider single agricultural holding and is bisected by the 
River Morlais.

Site A is located within 9 no. medium scale geometric and irregular pastoral fields on the eastern slopes 
of the Afon Morlais Valley between Penderi and Cil Ddewi-uchaf to the north, Cil-Ddewi-fawr to the east, 
Gelliwernen Wood and Afon Morlais to the south west of the site. Site A roughly measures 1,400 metres 
from north-to-south with an average width of 300 metres east-to-west. Site A is located on moderate to 
gently sloping topography between 90m AOD to the south and 145m AOD to the north near Cil Ddewi-
uchaf Farm. The contours generally follow the curvature of the river to the south west and towards the 
Afon Morlais Valley. Site A is accessible from the unclassified lane near Cil Ddewi-uchaf Farm to the east 
of the site.

Site B is located within 5 no. medium-to-large scale geometric pastoral fields to the east of the A476 
Llannon Road between Llwynon to the north, Afon Dafen to the east, Cwarau and Medelfyw to the 
south and Clochyrie to the south west of the site. Site B is located on gentle to moderately sloping 
topography between 165m AOD to the west following the A476 and 119m AOD to the north east of the 
site within the Afon Dafen Valley to the west of Blaenhiraeth Farm. An existing public footpath extends 
along the valley bottom to the north. Site B is accessible from the A476 Llannon Road on higher ground 
to the west of the site or from the farm track extending to the north west of Blaenhiraeth Farm into the 
lower valley.

Site C is located within 3 no. medium-to-small scale geometric pastoral fields within a local valley 
between Blaenhiraeth Farm to the north, Troserch Wood to the east, Allt-y-frain-fach to the south and 
Afon Dafen Valley to the east of the site. Site C is located on gently sloping topography between 117m 
AOD near Blaenhiraeth Farm to the north and 96m AOD within Afon Dafen Valley to the south west of 
the site. Site C is accessible from the farm access track extending from the A476.
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Visual Receptors

Sites A, B and C are located within the surroundings of the following 
settlements:

• Llannon located 1.5km to the north of Site A;

• Hendy located 3.0km to the south east of Site C;

• Llangennech 1.6km to the south east of Site C;

• Swiss Valley located 1.8km to the south west of Site B; and

• Horeb located 3.3km to the west of Site B.

Sites A, B and C are located within the surroundings of the following 
public highways:

• Unclassified lane between the B4306, Cil-Ddwe-uchaf, 
Blaenhiraeth Farm and Troserch Wood directly to the east of 
Sites A and C;

• Unclassified lane between Porth Dafen, Carn-Hywel-isaf and 
the A476 Llannon Road to the south of Site C; and

• A476 Llannon Road to the west of Site B.

Sites A, B and C are located within the surroundings of the following 
public rights of way (PROW):

• Infrequently used and generally inaccessible public footpath 
33/54 between Troserch Wood, Blaenhiraeth Wood and 
Gelliwernen Wood, within the Afon Morlais Valley between 
Sites A, B and C;

• St Illtyds Walk following the unclassified lane and ascending 
the slope to the south of Sites B and C; and

• St Illtyds Walk to the south east of Site C and Troserch Wood.
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Heritage Assets

There are no World Heritage Sites, or sites included 
on the Tentative List of Future Nominations for World 
Heritage Sites (January 2012), situated within the site or 
its surrounds. There are no Registered Parks and Garden’s, 
Registered Historic Landscapes, or Conservation Areas 
located within the site or its surrounds. It is likely that 
the field boundaries within Area A date to the medieval 
period and those within Area B date to the post-medieval 
period, the same period as Blaenhiraeth Farm. Those 
within Area C are likely to date to the late 19th century.

There is therefore the potential for below ground remains of 
medieval, post-medieval and modern field boundaries. Such 
features would possess some evidential value but they are very 
common features within the landscape so they are not considered 
to be historic assets. There is one Grade II listed structure located 
within the development site, namely the Cilddewi bridge.

There are various designated assets surrounding the application 
site, these include: (i) Scheduled Brun Maen Standing Stone, located 
c. 1.2km north-east of Area A; (ii) Grade II* Church of Non and its 
associated Grade II Listed railings and gravestone and three other 
Grade II Listed structures located within Llannon over 1.5km north 
of Area A; (iii) Grade II Goitre Wen Farmhouse and its associated 
Grade II Listed stables, farmyard and barn range, located c. 780m 
east of Area C; (iv) Grade II Listed Cwmllethryd Fawr Farm, located 
c. 935m north-west of Area B; (v) Grade II Listed Ty’r Heol Farm, 
located c. 1.7km south-west of the Area B; and (vi) Grade II Listed 
Milestone near Penderi, located c. 250m west of Area A.

Natural Environment

The development site consists of improved grassland 
fields bounded by hedgerows, wet ditches, woodland 
(Gelli-wernen Wood) and a tributary of the Afon Dafen. 
The Afon Morlais is adjacent to the northern portion 
of the Application Site. The wider surrounds area 
contained similar habitats but with areas of bramble 
Rubus fruticosus and gorse Ulex europaeus scrub and 
marshy grassland.

One internationally designated site, Carmarthen Bay and Estuaries 
Special Area of Conservation (SAC), is located within 5km and a 
single Wildlife Trust Reserve is located within 1km of the site. The 
SAC is located approximately 3.2km to the south east of the site. 
The SAC is designated for having excellent examples of six of the 
habitats and five of the species listed within the Habitats Directive 
as representing priorities for conservation.

The Rhos Cefn Bryn Wildlife Trust Reserve is situated approximately 
1km north east of the Site, encompassing 6ha and consisting of 
unimproved acid grassland. This type of grassland is generally 
confined to west Wales and is a feature associated with 
Carmarthenshire and south Ceredigion.

Community Council Boundaries

The application site crosses the administrative 
boundaries of three community councils. Circa 56% of 
the site falls within Llannon Community Council; circa 
24% of the application site falls within Llangennech 
Community Council; and circa 20% of the application 
site falls within the Llanelli Rural District Council.
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DESIGN 
PARAMETERS AND 
DESIGN SOLUTION



Planning permission and listed building consent is 
sought for a renewable led energy scheme comprising 
ground mounted solar arrays that will provide renewable 
and low carbon energy to the local electricity grid. It will 
contribute towards the security and quality of electricity 
supply across the transmission system (National Grid).

The Proposed Development and 
Design Principles

The design of the application proposal has been developed primarily 
from seven sources; the physical opportunities and constraints the 
site provides; the physical needs of the development itself; the policy 
context which surrounds the development; the technical design 
comments and advice put forward by the applicant and wider 
consultant team; professional advice provided by the statutory 
consultees during the non-statutory and statutory consultations; 
and comments and opinions provided by local residents during the 
non-statutory and statutory consultations.

DEVELOPMENT CONSTRAINTS

• Appropriate design and siting required to take account 
of established built form and other physical constraints 
within the farmstead (including overhead electricity 
cables, underground gas pipes and Public Right of Way);

• Appropriate design required to take account of 
established field boundaries, ditches and site-specific 
ecological sensitivities (such as fen habitat, skylarks and 
badger setts);

• Appropriate design and positioning required to respect 
and respond nearby visual and residential receptors;

• Appropriate design and siting to respect 
wider landscape;

• Appropriate construction approach required to take 
account of proposed cabling over a listed bridge; and

• Appropriate design solution that would not adversely 
impact on any localised wi-fi satellite links.

DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

• Contribute towards achieving Carmarthenshire’s 
Climate Change Declaration of becoming a net zero 
carbon local authority by 2030;

• Proximity to point of grid connection;

• Land take requirement – the site is an appropriate size 
for the development proposal;

• Application site is served by appropriate 
vehicular access;

• The application site itself is not subject to any 
environmental designations;

• Biodiversity gains – The proposal would introduce 
biodiversity enhancement measures which will provide 
significant benefits for a diverse array of native wildlife 
for a 35 year period such as invertebrates; small 
mammals; larger mammals; and birds;

• Sunlight intensity levels – the site is well located 
geographically for solar gain and modules can be 
positioned within locations that is free of any buildings 
or landscape features that could cause overshadowing; 
and

• Contribute to the provision of renewables and low 
carbon energy.
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Design Solution

The remainder of this section explains how the 
proposed development addresses the site context and 
local characteristics in respect of its use; amount; layout; 
scale; location; materials and appearance; landscaping; 
and access.

Use

As stated elsewhere in this statement, the main element 
of the application proposal constitutes the installation 
of a photovoltaic ground mounted solar modules to 
sustainably deliver an export capacity of 38MW. The 
modules are fixed to a mounting structure in groups 
known as “strings”.
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Layout

The photovoltaic panels would be laid out in straight 
arrays (or parallel rows) within the various fields selected 
for the renewable energy proposal. The tilt of the arrays 
would be c. 20 degrees from horizontal and all arrays 
would be south facing. The top (north) edges of the arrays 
would be 2.75 metres above ground level and the lower, 
south facing edges of the arrays would be approximately 
0.9 metres above ground level. However, for the basis of 
worst-case scenarios the LVIA has assessed a maximum 
height of 3m for the panels. The distance between the 
arrays would respond to topography and the minimum 
width is 3.62m.

The metal framework that houses the solar modules would be 
fixed into the ground by posts centred c. 6m apart. The posts will 
be driven into the turf to a depth of around 1.5 m. The cables 
linking all the arrays to the inverter / transformers centres and then 
onwards to the substation, would be concealed in trenches up 
to 1m deep. CCTV would be provided within the field enclosures 
holding the arrays.

The positioning of the arrays respond to existing physical features 
and separation distances are provided between such features, 
these include ditches, overshadowing, rights of way, existing 
infrastructure (overhead cables), biodiversity considerations and 
tree root protection areas. The separation distances have been 
guided by technical studies and consultation with relevant bodies. 
The arrays would be set within a 2.0m high deer fence. The distance 
between the proposed fencing and existing hedges would vary 
across the site in response to root protection areas, ditches and 
field / module alignments.

Transformer centres that include inverters, will be located 
throughout the site. They would be placed onto rectangular 
concrete slabs. The inverter cabinet would measure 2.10m by 3.61m 
with a height of 2.24m. The transformer element would measure 
5m by 2.1m and have a maximum height of 2.24m. The transformer 
element would be enclosed by deer fencing. The inverters sit inside 
metal cabinets that will be finished in green.

A single main substation compound will serve the development 
and this will be required for the duration of the development. The 
substation compound would be centrally located within the site 
and positioned adjacent to the overhead pylon to the north west 
of Blaenhiraeth Farms outbuildings. The point of connection to 
the local electricity grid would be directly to the existing overhead 
pylon. The cabling connecting the arrays from land parcels A, B and 
C to the substation would be concealed in trenches. The proposed 
cable run, between land Parcel A and the substation, includes the 
laying of cables through the Grade II Listed Masonry Cilddewi 
Bridge. The equipment to be installed at the substation include:

• Security fencing – 2.4m high palisade fencing with an 
electrical fence backing of 3m high from ground level;

• 15m high lattice communication tower 
(up to 500mm face width);

• WPD Control Room 
(measuring 4.7m by 5.65m with height of 3.87m);

• Client Control Room 
(measuring 4.65m by 5.6m with height of 3.85m);

• 132kv transformer;

• 5m high lighting columns [The lighting will only be used 
during service and any fault conditions works carried out 
after dark];

• Gantries with voltage and current transformers;

• Circuit breakers; and

• Earth switches.
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Permissive And Public Right Of Way

Throughout the duration the development, the two 
separate sections of public footpath 33/54 that crossover 
the planning application boundary will remain open 
and available to the public. As part of the community 
benefits deriving from the development proposal, the 
applicant is proposing to provide a section of permissive 
footpath, over 900m in length, that will directly connect 
the two section’s of public footpath, 33/54, that cut 
across the application site. This in turn will make public 
footpath 33/54 easier to use for the local community 
as it is physically blocked at other locations outside the 
planning application boundary.

The permissive footpath will enhance public access to the 
countryside and will be demarked by bilingual signage identifying 
that the route provide is used ‘by permission’ of the developer and 
not ‘as of right’.

Operational Lifespan

Once constructed and energised, the development 
would export renewable energy to the grid for 35 years.

Biodiversity

Land between and beneath the panels would be used for 
biodiversity enhancements and seasonal sheep grazing. 
Tree planting would be introduced to bolster screening. 
The proposed solar farm presents considerable 
opportunity for landscape and biodiversity mitigation 
and enhancement. The objectives for biodiversity 
are summarised below and discussed in detail 
within the accompanying Landscape and Ecological 
Management Plan.

• To create new habitats through planting of locally 
appropriate native species;

• To provide sheltering features around the site for nearby 
populations of bats, birds and other notable faunal species;

• To manage the grassland to establish a diverse sward beneath 
the solar panel arrays;

• To manage grassland outside the array for wildlife;

• To manage hedgerows and trees to provide habitat for a 
range of species and ensure visual screening of the site;

• Pond management; and

• To monitor the site and assess the success of biodiversity 
management.
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Access

Sites B and C (Southern sites) will be accessed from the 
A476. Site C can be accessed from Site B via existing 
internal tracks and roadways of the farm. It is not 
proposed to route any construction vehicles to Site C 
via Penderi Lane. Plant and machinery will be off loaded 
at the compound in Site B and the transported via the 
internal site access roads to Site C. This will prevent 
further construction traffic accessing and impacting on 
the local road network.

Access to Site A (Northern area) is proposed from an existing 
access located from Penderi Lane approximately 750m from its 
junction with the B4306. The existing access is an existing track 
of loose (compacted) stone construction. Penderi Lane is a rural 
lane used to access a number of farms and predominantly used by 
agricultural vehicles. Penderi Lane is subject to the national speed 
limit. However in reality speeds and volumes of traffic are low due 
to the rural nature and alignment of the road.

The lane is generally 3m wide and has a number of passing places 
along its length. However, large articulated vehicles will not be 
able to use this road to access the site. It is therefore proposed that 
plant and equipment can then be off loaded at Site B and then 
transported to Site A using 10m rigid HGV and agricultural vehicles 
as necessary which can navigate and manoeuvre to Site A using the 
local road network.

Renewable Energy and 
Carbon Displacement

The proposal would provide a clean decentralised 
renewable and sustainable form of electricity generation. 
It would make a valuable contribution to the generation 
of electricity at a local level. The scheme would add to 
the Council’s progress in meeting its renewable energy 
target. It would also assist in meeting Welsh Assembly 
Government targets.

In addition, the proposal would make a valuable contribution to 
cutting greenhouse gas emissions and help tackle climate change.

The solar farm would generate clean renewable energy for the 
equivalent of over 10,600 homes a year. The anticipated CO2 
displacement is 15,000 tonnes per annum.
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Routing

It is agreed with the highway authority at CCC that 
construction vehicles will be routed to and from Site B 
via the A476, B4306, Y Geibren, and the A48 towards 
Junction 49 of the M4. The indicative routing strategy 
for construction traffic approaching the site from the 
north and south is set out below. Vehicles will turn left 
into and right out of the site access for Site B to the A476. 
From here delivery drivers can use the adopted highway 
network to access the strategic road network.

Listed Building Consent

An element of the development proposal is subject to 
a Listed Building Consent application. This specifically 
relates to the laying of cables through the modern 
concrete overlay on Cilddewi bridge.

Statutory Undertakers

The provision of easements for the existing services 
that traverse the site, such as overhead powerlines and 
underground gas mains, are incorporated into the layout 
design. No arrays will be erected within the easement 
and thus, unrestricted access will be available to the 
statutory undertakers at all times.

Restoration

The application proposal is for a temporary structure 
with a modelled operational lifespan of up to 35 years. 
Following cessation of renewable energy generation 
at the site, and as part of the contractual obligations 
with the landowner, the photovoltaics arrays would be 
decommissioned and removed from site. As part of the 
decommissioning, the permissive footpath would also 
be removed.
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Design Evolution

Over the course of the design process, the project 
team have continuously refined the scheme’s design 
to encompass the Councils and other stakeholders’ 
feedback at numerous junctures. The inception design 
was primarily influenced by solar irradiation levels 
and this has evolved to primarily respond to visual 
and environmental factors whereby the developer has 
sympathetically removed or relocated arrays in line with 
informal pre-application advice provided by the Council 
and its statutory consultees.

The main evolving designs are discussed here.

Preliminary Design A

The inception design ‘Preliminary Design A’ was primarily influenced 
by solar irradiation levels and the physical attributes of the site 
itself. This design formed part of an preliminary informal pre-app 
submitted to the Local Planning Authority in January 2015.
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Working Design B

The preliminary design was subsequently modified by the applicant 
and specifically responded to the feedback received from the 
council in 2015 and from local residents who attended the non-
statutory public exhibition. Key changes included:

(i)  The removal of all arrays within two field enclosures within 
Area A, this included the northernmost field;

(ii   The removal of panels on the higher ground within the field 
fronting the A476 at Area B; and

(iii)  Linear extension of Area B to provide additional land for the 
relocation of solar modules.
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Working Design C

For the statutory consultation, the design was further modified to 
include:

(i)  Continued drawback of arrays from the northern field of 
Area A;

(ii)  Removal of modules that were centrally located along the 
southern edge of Area B;

(iii)  Removal of arrays that were located within the northern 
quadrant of Area B (that were introduced as part of Working 
Design B).
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Final Design

Following the consideration of the relevant design representations 
that were provided during the statutory consultation phase, the 
design was finalised. The key modifications included:

(i)  Provision of permissive footpath;

(ii)  Removal of all arrays within the southernmost field of Area C;

(iii)  Rerouting of internal access track linking areas B and C thus 
avoiding a field with fen habitats;

(iv)  Refinement of arrays to respect existing field boundaries, root 
protecting areas and surface water drainage patters, this was 
applied to all Areas;

(v)  Clearly identify the locations of temporary satellite 
construction compounds within Areas A and C; and

(vi)  Relocation of inverter within Area ‘A’ due to potential noise 
considerations.
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General  Implementat ion Plan 1 General  Implementat ion Plan 2
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General  Implementat ion Plan 3
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CRIME IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT



This section of the Design and Access Statement deals 
with the issue of crime. The Crime Impact Assessment 
process involves identifying, evaluating and mitigating 
the crime and disorder effects of a development proposal 
early in the design process.

The goal is to reduce the developments vulnerability to crime by 
taking into account the analysis of the development context and 
the crime issues in the area.

The www.police.uk website provides data on street-level crime and 
anti-social behaviour. No crime was recorded within the immediate 
vicinity of the application site between December 2018 and 
November 2019. However, numerous crimes were recorded within 
the wider Llanelli Rural Neighbourhood Area.

General Risk Assessment

The typical security issues for a development of this 
nature are:

• Acts of criminal damage during the construction period;

• Theft of components during the construction phase;

• Criminal damage during operational phase;

• Theft of components during the operational phase; and

• Theft of components during site restoration.

Construction Site Risk Assessment

A secure temporary compound will be used to store 
materials and ancillary welfare facilities during the 
construction period. The build out is quick, thus 
reducing the risk for acts of criminal damage during 
the construction period. A night watchman may also be 
detailed to the construction compound.

Design, Layout and 
Security Requirements

Taking into account the low level of recorded crime for the 
locality, the following security measures are considered 
to be appropriate to combat potential criminal activity 
and unauthorised access into the arrays:

• A 2.0 m high stock fence will encompass the fields containing 
the solar panels; and

• Cameras positioned at appropriate intervals along the 
stock fence.
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VEHICLE 
MOVEMENTS



Construction Phase

The construction period of the Solar Farm is anticipated 
to take between 8 and 12 months. During this period 
there will be trips associated with the arrivals and 
departures of construction staff and with the delivery of 
parts and construction materials. Staff trips will mainly 
be made by cars, vans or minibuses, whilst deliveries of 
construction materials and equipment will mainly be 
made by HGVs.

It is proposed to locate the main construction compound in 
Site B. This will be where all deliveries are made throughout the 
construction process. Smaller vehicles will then distribute materials 
and plant to Sites A and C, via Penderi Lane to Site C and B4306 and 
U2309 to Site A.

It is proposed to set back any vegetation outside the proposed 
visibility splays within the client / land owners control in order to 
achieve minimum visibility splays of 2.4 x 160m to the nearside 
kerb in both directions. This visibility splays are considered to be in 
accordance with the guidance set out in TAN18.

It is proposed to widen the existing access track to 6m for the first 
30m into the site to allow 2 vehicles to enter and exit the site to 
prevent construction vehicles from stacking onto the A476. Kerbed 
edges will be added to contain vehicles and a bituminous surface 
to prevent loose material entering the public highway.

This access will act as the only permitted access for the initial large 
deliveries to the development site.

It is proposed that access to the sites will be uncontrolled as per the 
extant arrangements. However, should highway officers consider it 
necessary, access to Sites B and C could be controlled by temporary 
traffic signals applied via the appropriate licence to implement 
temporary works.

All construction traffic will enter and exit the site in a forward gear 
with appropriate space within the site compound for vehicles to 
turn and manoeuvre. It is proposed that plant and equipment can 
then be off loaded at Site B and then transported to Site A using 
10m rigid HGV and agricultural vehicles as necessary, which can 
navigate and manoeuvre to Site A using the local road network. 
Site C can be accessed from Site B via existing internal tracks and 
roadways of the farm. It is not proposed to route any construction 
vehicles to Site C via the U2309 Cilddewi Road.

Plant and machinery will be off loaded at the compound in Site B 
and then transported via the internal site access roads to Site C. This 
will prevent further construction traffic accessing and impacting 
on the local road network.

The access to Site A is off the U2039 and requires improvements to 
allow construction vehicles to pass each other along the internal 
access road. The improvements are comprised of full height kerbing 
at 125mm upstand with carriageway widening to 6m, in a bound 
surface and junction radii of 12m and 3m.

Operational Phase

Following the completion of the construction phase the 
client advises that there will be a low number of trips 
generated by the site as operationally, the site would 
work on an ad-hoc basis. It is forecast that there are 
expected to be a maximum of 2 trips per week to the 
site once it is fully operational by 7.5t vans. This is a non-
material increase in traffic and is not considered to be an 
intensification of use.
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CONCLUSION



Matters pertaining to design, access and crime for Penderi 
Solar Farm have been assessed. The site is deemed to be 
appropriate in that it can accommodate the proposed 
38MWp solar scheme without significantly affecting the 
special landscape character of the surrounding area or 
nearby public amenity spaces.

Moreover, the application proposal is considered to be acceptable 
within the open countryside as it represents a diversification of use 
of a proportion of land within a single wider agricultural holding.

The benefits of the development are multiple: (i) it would provide 
a valuable contribution with regards to provision of decentralised 
renewable energy; (ii) it would contribute towards the viability of 
the existing farmstead through diversification of income; (iii) it 
would deliver biodiversity improvements; (iv) economic benefits 
would be secured in terms of construction and less so operational 
management of the application proposal.

The application proposal will provide employment and business 
opportunities for component suppliers / installers and those 
involved in grid connection, transport and logistics. Where possible, 
local businesses will be contracted for relevant parts of the scope of 
works over the period of construction, operation and maintenance. 
There will be additional induced impacts during the construction 
period with any incoming construction workers (engineers, project 
managers etc) spending their wages at a local level (restaurants, 
retail stores etc) and using local accommodation.

The temporary and reversible nature of the development, together 
with the measures that are to be taken to enhance and encourage 
the ecological diversity of the site, will ensure that in the long 
term the site can not only be restored to its current use, but will 
also have been improved. The wider environmental benefits and 
sustainability credentials associated with the increased production 
of energy from renewable sources represents a significant case in 
favour of the development proposals.

Overall, the proposals are entirely suitable to the site and its 
surrounds; consistent with Planning Policy and all relevant material 
planning considerations and will achieve a high-quality design.
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